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Georgia Southern University Athletics
Paladins Take Match Over Eagles In Greenville
Eagles lose their first road match of the weekend to Furman
Stephanie Loudermilk
Men's Tennis
Posted: 3/1/2019 8:28:00 PM
STATESBORO, Ga. - A trip to South Carolina was unsuccessful for the Eagles as they tried to bring home a win against Furman. The Paladins took the match
against the Blue and White, 6-1 this afternoon in Greenville.
Carlos Garcia fought hard at number six singles and was able to pull in the Eagle's lone point of the match against the Paladins. Garcia competed against Furman's
Henrik Atlevi and was able to take the set, 7-5, 6-4. This win over Atlevi puts him at 3-1 on the season. 
The Men's Tennis team was unable to take the doubles point home for the team. Stefano Di Aloy and Martijn Kerssens put up a hard fight for the Eagles but it wasn't
enough for the win. Di Aloy and Kerssens lost the doubles set to Drew Singerman and Henrik Atlevi, 5-4. 
WHAT HEAD COACH SANDER KONING SAID
"We lost 1-6. We competed well, but came up short 2-3 points on a lot of courts and it makes the result look a lot more lopsided than what it truly was. Turning these
matches around will be the next step for us to get ready for conference."
SINGLES RESULTS
#104 Ivan Mitric (FUR) def. Antonio Muniz (GS) 7-6 (7-5), 5-7, 6-1
Clarke Wilson (FUR) def. Stefano Di Aloy (GS) 3-6, 6-4, 6-4
Jake Munns (FUR) def. Diego Finkelstein (GS) 6-3, 7-5
Jake Bhangdia (FUR) def. Murphy McCullough (GS) 6-4, 4-6, 6-2
Drew Singerman (FUR) def. Pascal Wagemaker (GS) 5-7, 6-4, 1-0 (10-8)
Carlos Garcia (GS) def. Henrik Atlevi (FUR) 7-5, 6-4 
DOUBLES RESULTS
Jake Munns/Ivan Mitric (FUR) def. Diego Finkelstein/Antonio Muniz (GS) 6-0
Clarke Wilson/Jake Bhangdia (FUR) def. Carlos Garcia/Pascal Wagemaker (GS) 6-4
Drew Singerman/Henrik Atlevi (FUR) def. Stefano Di Aloy/Martijn Kerssens (GS) 5-4
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